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Reference note: 
AN-2010-292, Photon Efficiency Measurements using Tag and Probe
AN-2011-089, Photon Pixel Match veto Efficiency Measurement with 
                        Z->μμγ Events Selected at 7TeV

Photon isolation efficiency: (Isolation cuts of Tracker, Ecal, Hcal and H/E)
By using complete 2010 Electron data (36 pb-1) and tag-probe method to 
extract the correction factor of photon isolation efficiency (Data/MC).

Photon pixel seed veto efficiency:
Directly use the analysis results shown in AN-2011-089.

  Barrel (Et > 20GeV): Data/MC = 1.009 +/- 0.029

  Endcap             : Data/MC = 0.959 +/- 0.062

Photon ID efficiency correction 
would be separated into two parts



  

Data sets and MC samples

DATA:
/EG/Run2010A-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD
/Electron/Run2010B-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD

MC:
/DYJetsToLL_TuneZ2_M-50_7TeV-madgraph-tauola/Summer11-
PU_S4_START42_V11-v1/AODSIM



  

Selection Cut
● For ''tag'' electron:     WP80, pT>20

For ''probe'' electron: pT>20

Z-mass window: 50GeV~120GeV

● ΔR(probe_electron,photon_candidate) < 0.2

by using the correcponding SC's eta and phi

● For photon candidates:

Iso_track<2.0+0.001*et_photon

Iso_ecal<4.2+0.003*et_photon

Iso_hcal<2.2+0.001*et_photon

H/E<0.05

pT>45



  

How to extract the correction factor (Data/MC)
Since the results of this study would be devoted to the DPS analysis in photon+3jet 
final state. In order to have a consistent view, we investigate the photon in Barrel 
and endcaps region. Due to the high pT requirement on the photon (pT>75), 
statistics are too limited to use tag and probe method on Z->ee+jets events directly 
to obtain efficiency correction factors. Instead, efficiencies are determined in events 
with lower pT leading photon (pT>45) in both data and MCs, which is also refered to 
AN-2010-292.

The efficiency is imply the ratio of the signal yield after aelection to signal yield 
before selection.

To determine signal passing shapes by fitting the MC and data with the convolution 
of a Breit Wigner and a Crystal-Ball modified to include an extra half Gaussian on 
the high end tail and an exponential to take into account the background 
contribution. The tail of Crystal-Ball part for data fitting is determined and fixed by 
MC's results. An unbinned likelihood fit is performed to extract the Z peak shape 
parameters.

Data/MC in Barrel region = 0.99572

Data/MC in Endcaps region = 0.97415



  

How to extract the correction factor (Data/MC)
Fitting Results for MCs

Barrel
w/o Isolation cuts

Barrel
Isolation cuts

Endcaps
w/o Isolation cuts

Endcaps
Isolation cuts



  

How to extract the correction factor (Data/MC)
Fitting Results for Data

Barrel
w/o Isolation cuts

Barrel
Isolation cuts

Endcaps
w/o Isolation cuts

Endcaps
Isolation cuts



  

     Uncertainty study of correction factors

Statistics error: (0.23% in barrel, 0.5% in endcaps)

The statistical error is taken from the MC fit. (0.23% in barrel region, 0.5% in endcap region)

Systematic error: (1.1107%)

1) electron energy scale, its contribution has been estimated varying the electron energy    
    within the current expected energy scale uncertainty and computing the new efficiency   
    (~0.2%).

2) signal shape, we have performed the fits varying Crystal-Ball tail parameters (the           
    parameters n and α) by 50% with respect to the one given by the MC fit and                    
    determined the effect on the final result (~0.44%).

3) background shape, its contribution has been estimated changing the fitting function for   
    the background (exponential -> polynomial or 1/xα) and checking the variation of the       
    final efficiency (~1.0%)

    And the total quadrature sum of separated contribution would be assigned as total 
    systematic uncertainty of both barrel and end-cap region.



  

Conclusion
● Photon isolation efficiency:

(Iso_track, Iso_ecal, Isohcal, H/E)

Barrel : Data/MC = 0.99572 +/- 0.01129

Endcap : Data/MC = 0.97415 +/- 0.01187

● Pixel seed veto efficiency:

Barrel (Et > 20GeV): Data/MC = 1.009 +/- 0.029

Endcap                   : Data/MC = 0.959 +/- 0.062



  

BACKUP



  

Systematic error
signal shape

The systematic error of signal shape would be studied without separate region.

Data
(n,α) + 50%
w/o Isolation cuts

Data
(n,α) + 50%
Isolation cuts

Data
(n,α) - 50%
w/o Isolation cuts

data
(n,α) - 50%
Isolation cuts



  

Systematic error
backgroundl shape

The systematic error of signal shape would be studied without separate region.

Exponential   polynomial→

w/o Isolation cuts Isolation cuts



  

Note:

The width of the Z peak is fitted with a convolution of a Crystal Ball with a Breit-
Wigner line shape. The gaussian width parameter of the crystal ball function is 
taken as a measure of the mass resolution.  

The Crystal Ball cut-off parameter and tail parameter (α and n) are constrained 
to the values fitted on the MC distribution.
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